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MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD CHAIR
It is a privilege and pleasure to once again bring greetings on behalf of the St. Thomas More Collegiate Ltd. Board of
Directors. The Board includes a Christian Brother, current parents, alumni parents, alumni, and other professionals who
dedicate their time and talents to support STMC. We thanked 3 outgoing board members and are grateful for the
commitment of 3 new directors. We were delighted to welcome to the board an alumnus of Marian High as it signals our
desire to integrate Marian High into the STMC community. The board also thanked Ms. Neysa Finnie for her contribution to
STMC as President from 2015 to 2019 and welcomed her successor Mrs. Dianne Doyle.
The Board, in partnership with the President, Principal and all the staff, have had another exciting and successful year. We
continued to show excellence in many areas following the direction of our Knights Compass. Based on the most recent
rankings, STMC has continued to maintain its academic standing in the top 10% of BC Schools; excelled in numerous arts
and athletic endeavors, and actively participated in mission service locally and abroad.
We appreciate the collaboration and resilience of our entire community as STMC responded to the COVID-19 pandemic. We
are proud of STMC’s ability to sustain a safe and supportive teaching and learning environment within a new reality of
virtual connections and acknowledge the hard work, dedication and personal sacrifice of our students, families and staff.
Please be assured that the Board is focused on STMC’s future success. We are confident in our ability to sustain a culture of
servant leadership while we demonstrate excellence in all endeavours, maintain strong enrollment, enjoy financial stability
and advance a long term plan to rebuild the school and enhance the STMC experience for our entire community.
We look forward to continuing to serve.
Dan Eisner
STMC Ltd. Board Chair

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
This is my first opportunity as President of STMC to send greetings as part of the Annual Report.
I want to start off by expressing my sincere gratitude to each and every member of the STMC community for your ongoing
commitment to the success of our students and staff. All our achievements are the result of the collaboration and hard work
of the entire STMC family. Our Brothers, students, staff, parents, alumni, donors and volunteers have all contributed to
STMCs commitment to be BOLD, DARING and IMAGINATIVE.
Once again, our students have been a source of pride and inspiration. Their individual and collective accomplishments in
the arts, academics, and athletics are nothing short of amazing. Their energy and passion in mission work and service to the
marginalized is equally phenomenal. It is a privilege to witness the growth in character and confidence as they experience
the diverse opportunities to learn, lead and serve. Every day, we as staff are blessed to learn and grow along with them.
Although we did not anticipate the global COVID-19 pandemic, STMC was well positioned to respond Having already
introduced Chromebooks and IT platforms for teaching and learning. This allowed STMC to adapt to the challenge of a
virtual reality. Our parents, students and staff demonstrated creativity, collaboration and trust; and were united by the
common goal of safety first.
The annual report marks the end of a fiscal year. It is a time to reflect on achievements and anticipate future opportunities.
2020/21 will be another exciting year as we will celebrate STMC’s 60th Anniversary, and complete a Strategic Plan that will
guide us for the next 5 years. I welcome your participation in these important milestones as STMC continues to evolve as a
community in which all are enabled to achieve their full potential to LEARN, LEAD and SERVE.
Live Jesus in our hearts… forever!
Dianne Doyle
STMC President

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL
The 2019-2020 school year provided us with, arguably, the biggest challenge we have faced as a school community in nearly
20 years. However, we were not alone – we never are. Our faith in God and our belief in each other has always served us
well. The advent of a global pandemic and our response to the suspension of In-School Learning in March 2020 – in many
ways – encapsulated why so many people over the past six decades have come to see STMC as an incredibly special place.
As the Holy Father, Pope Francis proclaimed on an overcast and fittingly dreary, rainy day in his Urbi Et Orbi address to an
empty St. Peter’s Square at the beginning of the lockdown back in late March… we are all in the same boat… in the midst
of an unexpected, turbulent storm. To survive it we needed to band together and row in the same direction.
Luckily, ours is a faith and learning community who – over the course of our 60 years of leading, learning, and serving youth
and families within the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Vancouver – has always come together in times of great need. It is
the very essence of our being, it is in our DNA.
As we invariably discovered, the biggest challenges can often provide the potential for great opportunities. The emergence
of COVID-19 required us to completely rethink and reimagine teaching and learning, as we knew it. It also forced us
re-examine how we addressed or marked the many traditions (or rites of passage) associated with the life of a school and
particularly, a faith-based school. Most importantly, it also afforded us the chance to reset our collective priorities for it gave
us permission “to take breath, and go on afresh” (St. Francis De Sales). The Gospel values of care, comfort, and compassion
became our guideposts as we attempted to continue the vital work to connect hearts and minds. Grounding all of our work
in that which fills our soul and gives purpose to our actions was, in many ways, liberating.
It is an enormous source of pride to know that a key mission of our Church – the faith formation of our youth – and the
charism of our founder, Blessed Edmund Ignatius Rice, are ‘lived’ realities at St. Thomas More Collegiate. Through the
dedication of our staff and the support of their families, our young Knights are encouraged to optimize their potential, and
serve others and God by striving to create a just and caring world. The work we do at STMC is so important, and I am blessed
to be its principal.
With gratitude to the many who make our sacred work possible!
Stephen J. Garland
Principal - STMC

ERCB ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
The life of Blessed Edmund Rice – businessman, husband, father, widower, religious brother, teacher and
founder – challenges all involved in Christian Brother education to live and teach gospel values in today’s world.
Today, the Edmund Rice Christian Brothers North America (ERCBNA) and their partners in mission reaffirm the essential
characteristics of an Edmund Rice Christian Brother Education. The Essential Elements of an Edmund Rice Christian Brother
Education find their source in ministry begun by Jesus Christ and their inspiration in the vision of Blessed Edmund Rice.
These Essential Elements serve as a guide and standard for all Edmund Rice Christian Brother Schools.
The Essential Elements of an Edmund Rice Christian Brother Education call us at St. Thomas More Collegiate to:
Evangelize Youth within the Mission of the Church
Proclaim and Witness to Catholic Identity
Stand in Solidarity with those Marginalized by Poverty and Injustice
Foster and Invigorate a Community of Faith
Celebrate the Value and Dignity of each Person and Nurture the Development of the Whole Person
Collaborate and Share Responsibility for the Mission
Pursue Excellence in all Endeavors

2019-2020 HIGHLIGHTS
Our amazing staff ,families and volunteers continued to provide our students with an array of opportunities to grow and excel in
Academics, Science, Arts and Athletics while integrating Faith development and a commitment of service to others. Every 6
years the Ministry of Education evaluates BC’s independent schools andSTMC participated in the review in December 2019 and
received multiple accolades. A few recommendations were made and addressed and STMC has met the required standards for
certification as a Group 1 Independent School.

Highlights
• STMC consistently ranks in the top 10 % of schools in BC based on academic performance
• Request for enrollment again exceeded capacity. STMC accepted 688 students including 3 international placements
• Tuition assistance/bursary support was provided to over 90 students for a total of $315,000, much of which comes from the
generosity of alumni/donors
• The graduation rate was 99% and 65% of graduates earned a scholarship/financial award. Over $750,000 was awarded to our
2020 graduates
• 95 different courses were offered including 6 new programs: Architectural Design 11, Advanced Placement Computer - Principles
11, Chamber Choir B, and 2 Honors Sciences CanSat12 and Beamline 12
• Knights participated in 27 diverse co and extracurricular clubs
• Knights continued to build on their strong reputation in athletics and earned significant individual and team accomplishments
including Provincial Championships for Grade 8 football and JV Lacrosse; 2 gold medals in senior wrestling, and multiple top 10
provincial standings
• Knights also excelled in the Visual, Applied and Performing Arts with expansion of programs in band, choir, and robotics. A
Knights Watch media production team has become a full course. The major theatrical production “Inlaws, Outlaws and Others
that Should Be Shot” showcased the Knights varied talents
• Knights each complete 30 hours of service every year to those in need locally and globally. Actions include support to those in
DTES with clothing drives and street outreach with the Good Shepard Ministry; food donations in Burnaby and New
Westminster; prayer cards for prisoners; work with Third World Eye Care Society, and a Special Olympics Sports Day. Students
raised $20,000 for mission work.

COVID-19
• In March 2020, a global pandemic was announced and on March 14 in-school learning was suspended until mid-June
• Building on the 2018/19 1:1 Chrome book initiative and G-Suite google applications allowed for virtual learning
• Graduation ceremonies were modified but included Grad Breakfast, Mass and in school convocation
A huge thanks to our dedicated administrative, teaching and support staff who along with our students and parents implemented
a virtual approach to teaching and learning which integrated our faith traditions.

A Look Ahead to 2020/21
• It is anticipated that COVID 19 response plans will continue throughout most of 2020-21. STMC will continue to provide excellence
for Knights to Learn, Lead and Serve
• The Strategic Plan for 2021 to 2026 will be communicated January 2021 with revised Mission, Vision, Values and Aspirations.
Thanks to everyone for their input
• The City of Burnaby will be initiating planning for Edmonds Community Centre and STMC will use this as an opportunity to engage
the community in advancing a vision for the redevelopment of STMC
• Celebrations will be held throughout the year to mark STMC’s 60th Anniversary. A virtual Gala is planned for May 15, 2021

COVID-19
In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, a wonderful amount of good was also taking place. Many people with hearts of gold rose
to the occssion to do what they could to help others in light of the situation. STMC is immensely proud of how some Knights, both
alumni and current students, have continued to embody the Essential Elements of Blessed Edmund Rice.
Canes for a Change is an initiative that '18 Grad Mikaela Montagano and her brother Thomas who is graduating this
year, helped start and lead with BC MedEquip Home Health Care Ltd. This is a community service project where
those with old, worn, and unsafe canes can come to exchange for a brand new one for free. Powered by student
volunteers with support from local charitable groups, the event was a resounding successful as around 200 canes
were exchanged in just one day.
Many of those who attended were very grateful for the program and to the many STMC student volunteers as they
helped serve their community. Burnaby Mayor Mike Hurley also made an appearance to show support. More
exchanges are already in place for future events.

STMC alumnus David Diemert, Class of ‘88, a professor of medicine at the George Washington
University School of Medicine and Health Sciences and also a physician in the Division of
Infectious Diseases has been a leading figure in the race towards a COVID-19 vaccine. Led by
David as the principal investigator, his team at George Washington University was one of 90
sites across the USA to participate in clinical trials of experimental vaccines and antibodies.
David states, “COVID-19 is one of the greatest public health challenges of our time, and it is of
utmost importance to find a safe and effective vaccine. We are proud to play a role in the
network of researchers working to reduce the impact of this deadly disease.”

The Mangawang family had been busy working on putting together “Front-Line Workers Care Pack” bags to donate
to front-line workers. Each bag contains nutritional and personal care products from various sponsors. They reached
out to relatives, friends, neighbours, businesses, anyone that was interested to help fill these care packs.
Isaiah and Brayden met their goal of putting together 65 bags in the early weeks of May. Choosing to donate to ICU
nurses and Respiratory Therapists at Surrey Memorial Hospital and also staff at Crescent Gardens long-term care in
White Rock, they then personally delivered their Front-Line Workers Care Packs directly to the front-line workers
while maintaining safety precautions. The boys were met with tremendously positive feedback and interest, that
even more local businesses and friends have reached out to them for more packs to be prepared and delivered.

FINANCIALS
2019 - 2020 RESULTS
TOTAL EXPENSES: $9.75M
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DEVELOPMENT & COMMUNITY RELATIONS
During such challenging and unprecedented times, we are grateful to have such a loving and engaged community of students,
parents, teachers, leadership, and friends.
STMC owes a large part of our success to our Parents and Alumni Parents. The 2019 Knights Christmas Market had an attendance in
excess of 3,000 people and raised over $23,000 towards STMC’s top priorities. Much gratitude for parent co-chairs Laurie Sheehan,
Liza Elliot, Jocelyn Hernandez, and Suzanne Sachinidis. “Team Awesome” is what we like to call them! COVID-19 challenged our
community to be more creative with engagement. Thanks to alumni parents Jessie Fung, Jason Au, and Chris Rickaby, STMC held a
safe outdoor Mother’s Day Plant and Donut Sale. The event sold out 6 hours early!
The Fallen Knights Bursary Endowment Fund, funded by generous donors, continues to be a central focus for our school and is
providing accessibility for families who otherwise may not be able to attend. Pledges for the Bernie Kully Memorial Bursary Fund
completed this year and the Shane Van Vliet Memorial Bursary received a generous $72,000 in contributions and commitments. We
owe much gratitude to our alumni community for their support specifically with this effort.
COVID-19 has accelerated the importance of Social Media for STMC this year. In its inaugural year, the STMC Instagram Page has
gained 823 alumni followers. Communications Manager, Jason Wong, and Director of Alumni Relations, Dom Zimmermann, have
been busy creating engaging material for our community especially as we celebrate our 60th anniversary. Please follow our school,
alumni, and many other school-related social media channels for up-to-date information on STMC and our community.
Much gratitude to Alice Roder for taking on extra duties and managing our development efforts this year. Alice’s enthusiasm helped
us exceed our target on our Knight’s Annual Fund, bringing in almost $60,000 in contributions. Moving forward, the Knights Annual
Fund will be a year-round effort and will allow donors to contribute to an unrestricted emerging needs fund or directed towards
areas represented on our Knight’s Cross. These areas include Faith, Academics, Arts, Athletics, and Advocacy & Action. By
contributing to these funds, our donors are helping our Knights become bold, daring, and imaginative.
Much gratitude to the STMC community for supporting our efforts during unprecedented and challenging times.
Brent Christensen
STMC Director of Development and Community Relations
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PARENTS ASSOCIATION
We are blessed to have a community of wonderful parents who share their time, talents and treasures with the STMC Community. Our
Parents Association (PA) is a diverse group of leaders, and all parents with students enrolled at the school are members. The PA reaches for
the stars and strives to be a support system to the entire community, including students, their families and the faculty. It is part of their
mission to provide events that are informative, creative and which unites our community.
STMC is so grateful for the support of the PA and the value they provide to our School. They provide volunteers for the events and activities,
including Dance Chaperones, the Remembrance Day Mass and Reception, Open House, Walkathon and the Parent Teacher Interview, just to
name a few. The annual Knights Christmas Market, is the PA’s largest fundraiser and sees around 3,000 visitors to STMC during the KCM
weekend.
Through their efforts, the PA provides over $50,000 each year to STMC Ltd, to support and improve the educational experiences and learning
environments of our students. What they do truly has an impact, allowing our facility to be the best that they can be.
If you haven’t had a chance to reach out and get engaged with the Parents’ Association yet, please do. It is wonderful to see what you can do
for our students!

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The St Thomas More Collegiate Alumni Association is set up as a Non-Profit Society with a board
consisting of 14 members. Our Mission is to coordinate events, activities and initiatives to keep
alumni and STMC connected; to foster and support communication between the STMC Alumni
Association and the school; and to be proactive in providing support and guidance for the
current students and the alumni.
In the 2019-2020 school year we hosted Homecoming and our 23rd Annual Alumni Basketball
Tournament. Due to COVID-19, we had to postpone our 4th Annual Alumni Volleyball
Tournament and our highly anticipated 21st Annual Greater Knight Open (GKO) Golf
Tournament. Despite the cancellation of our GKO we were still able to raise over $38,000 for our
Shane VanVliet Memorial Bursary Fund from our generous supporters.
The charism of Edmund Rice is alive and well in our students, staff and alumni and we encourage
you to celebrate with us as St Thomas More Collegiate continues to grow in Faith, Academics,
Fine Arts and Athletics. We look forward to making our 60th anniversary year a memorable one.
You can contact us anytime at alumni@stmc.bc.ca.
Dominic Zimmermann
STMC Director of Alumni Relations

Bill Elliot
STMC Chair of Alumni Association

REMEMBERING MARIAN HIGH
Marian Regional High School, founded in 1965, was an all-girls school located just off Holmes Street in Burnaby. Marian was a cohesive,
small group with diverse students and teachers coming together from all over the Lower Mainland.
Back in those days, St. Thomas More was an all-boys school and Marian High was our sister school. The two schools collaborated and held
joint events such as dances, pep rallies, sporting events, school plays, car washes and “milk runs” along Cariboo. The fond memories and
bonds created still bring a smile for all! Sadly, on June 29, 1988, Marian closed down and the classes of 89, 90, 91, and 92 were scattered
like petals in the wind. A decade later, STMC became a co-ed school giving the opportunity for “Marian Girls” to become “Knights” instead
of “Gettes.”
Jennifer Plante (Nee Cruikshank) was a Gette that planned to graduate from Marian in 1989. In her grade 12 year, while attending Holy
Cross, Jen met the love of her life, Rob Plante (STMC ’89) through mutual friends. The two would marry and raise four beautiful children.
Jen sadly passed away in July 2019.
It is with Jennifer’s passing and the compelling desire to honor the Marian High legacy as an important part of STMC’s history that the
Marian High Bursary Fund was initiated. The fund will provide tuition assistance for a female enrolled in STMC who might otherwise not
be able to attend. With Jennifer Plante as the first honoree, the fund raised $7500 in the first few weeks.
We are grateful to the early donors to the Remembering Marian High Bursary Fund and encourage supporters of female education to
consider a contribution.

LEADERSHIP & STAFF
GOVERNANCE
*as of June 30, 2020

STMC LTD.

STMC FOUNDATION

Trustees
Archbishop J. Michael
Miller, CSB
Fr. Gary Franken (’80)
Karen Keilty
Kevin MacDonald (’78)
Doug Witzel

Board of Directors
Dan Eisner, Chair
Frank Chay, Vice Chair
Ed Duda (’78), Treasurer
Brother Gordon Bassett
Dianne Doyle
Lisa D’Errico
Sharon Kearney

Nalini McIntosh
Dave Morris
Brother Peter O’Loughlin
Donovan Plomp
Mike Rickaby
Sean Rodrigues (’86)
Sean Tessarolo

Members
Archbishop J. Michael Miller, CSB
Michael Crean
Diane Gillis
Donna O’Neill
Brian Power

Board of Directors
Sharon Kearney, Chair (’77) –
Marian High
Michael Cheung (’08)
Ron Orser
Debra Padron
Jeremy Poole
Mark Smigel

LEADERSHIP & STAFF
Administration
Dianne Doyle, President
Stephen Garland, Principal
Joe Adams, Vice-Principal
KC Steele, Vice-Principal
Christian Brothers In-Residence
Brother Gordon Bassett
Brother Owen Cassidy
Staff
Ramil Bulaoro
Maria Cirillo
Brent Christensen (’89)
Patricia De Lazzari
Domingo Iquin
Caitlin Jensen (’09)

Danielle Faris (’03)
Carl Polych
Alice Roder
Susan Silveira
Dina Spagnuolo
Fane Wong
Jason Wong

Faculty
Frank Ashley
Rose Astorino
Andy Barron
Andy Beadon
Loretta Bilawey
James Borthistle
Hank Bouwman (’74)
Winston Brown
Paola Caravaggio
Erica Cameron
Mitchel Cavallarin
Evelyne Chialoh
Natasha Chinnapen
Ursula Codd
Nermine Codron

Jessika Cordeiro
Richard Coulombe (’76)
David Dawson
Donné Davidson
Steve De Lazzari
Fiona Doyle (’06)
Patty Emry
Marian Eugine
Jennifer Farano
John Freire (’96)
Darrell Hall
Brandon Harder (’09)
Ben Johnston (’95)
Mike Kinal
Becky Lang

Cassie Lauang
Johnson Lui
David Mattiazzo
Emily McClary (’03)
Darren McCormick (’90)
Aaron Mitchell
Joe Muise
Ken Olson
Danielle Paloposki
Helen Pan
Jared Power (’04)
Joseph Power (’10)
Karryn Ransom
Adelea Rodrigues
Matthew Rogers

Dave Ruzycki
Ethan Shoemaker
Maggie Soares (’06)
John Spanjers (’74)
Carrie Sproviero
Barbara Stepkowski
Zoli Szlivka (’89)
Carmela Taylor
Joe Thierman (’76)
Chris Toth (’74)
Carlo Zavarise
Dominic Zimmermann (’93)

Thank You
We gratefully acknowledge and sincerely thank the members of the STMC and the external communities for their financial
support of St. Thomas More Collegiate, between January 1, 2019 and June 30, 2020, as follows:
The Adams Family
Costa Anagnostou
Ivan Anicic
Anonymous Donors
The Arbeider Family
Archdiocese of Vancouver
Frank Ashley
AV Western Stucco Ltd
Glorivic and Paulino Avila
The Baclawski Family
Bayshore Dental Centre
Dr. Jacqueline Najafi Inc.
Dana Bailey
Roy Balbino
Mildred Baldisimo
The Stewart-Barnett Family
Trevor Bencze
Frederick Benrardo
BlueSky Properties
Bosa Foods
Dale and Anna Bosa
The Boulanger Family
Gerald Bourget
Madeleine, Marc & Virginia
Bouvier
The Bremer Family
Leo Bruneau & Family
Ramil Bulaoro
Dan Cahill
Calalang Family
The Calalang Family
Erica Cameron
The Canete Family
Sonia Capitanio
The Caravaggio Family
Alfred Cassidy
Benedict Castres
Frank Chay
The Cheng Family
Evelyne Chialoh
The Chimko Family
Chimp Foundation
Daniel and Hershey Chow
Brent Christensen
Jack Christensen
Fleming Christensen
Christian Brothers Institute
Steven and Nicole Christiansen
Dallas Chung
Citident Oral Care Centre Dr.
Cecile IM Tumusok, Inc.
CMC Microsystems
Healder Cordeiro

David and Daniela Dallazanna
Dan Eisner Financial Services Ltd.
Daxi Asset Management Ltd.
Deploy Software Solutions
Pat Derouin
Lisa D'Errico
Design 1st Inc.
Dianne Doyle
Drs. Mian Inc.
Ramsey D'Souza
Ed and Darlene Duda
Elizabeth Eisner
Shirley Elliott
Mary Anne Emry
Engineers & Geoscientists BC
Eda Favaro
Feature Millwork Incorporated
Fidelity Investments
Neysa Finnie
Ian Franck
FutureBook Printing, Inc.
Jovito Gali
Celso Galvez
Luis Garcia
The Garland Family
Philippe Gérard
Gerard Search
GHGSat Incorporated
The Giannotti Family
Goodfellow Family
Grads BC Photography & Video Inc.
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
Darrell Hall
Brandon Harder
THe Hayek Boys
Hemlock Printers Ltd.
Dave Hernandez
Paul Hexter
Sam and Cindy Ho
Stan and Jeannette Hrescak and
Family
IEEE Canadian Foundation
Domingo and Luzviminda Iquin
Iridian Spectral Technologies Ltd.
Marc Jampolsky
Dan Janelle
Eric Johnson
Mathew Jose
Gordon and Kristin Kalisch
Sharon Kearney
Susan and Fergus Kelly
Ken's Sign Inc.
Steve Kump and Family

Norberto Lagman
Rebecca Lang
Leo Lau
Shirley Lau
Sang Ho Lee
Leonardo DRS -DRS Technologies
Canada Ltd.
Limited Edition Protection & Security
LauTeo Foundation
Lavinia Lin
Ming Liu
The Lo Family
Albert & Charlene Lui & Family
Scott and Shawn MacDougall
Marek Malinowski
Juan Emil Manrique
Eleanor Mazzucco
Doug McClary
Nalini McIntosh
MDA Systems Ltd.
Erick Mijangos
Richard Miles
Aaron Mitchell
Dave & Tonya Morris
The Morris Family
Tom Mrzljak
Francesco Murdocco
Don Neilson
Nathan Nottingham
Sanusi Oetomo
Ken Olson
The Padron Garcia Family
Luke Pathyil
Donovan Plomp
In honour of Renee Power
The Power Family
Jared Power
Provincial Employees Community
Services Fund
Francis Racho
Vishal Rajput
Reaction Dynamics
Reg Regala
Richards Buell Sutton LLP
Chris and Mike Rickaby
The Roder Family
Sean & Chantal Rodrigues
Rogers Communications Canada Inc.
Marlo Romey
Lawrence Rosenbaltt
Emil Rotaru
Peter Rubben
Theodore Sales

Scotiabank
Edita Sebit
The Sheehan Family
Shawn Shipper
Timothy Shoveller
Thelma Siglos
Susan & Jude Silveira
Silveri Family
Derrick, Joyce, & Alastair Sim
John Sliziak
Ann Smith
Zoya Smith
Maggie Soares-Hogg
Carrie Sproviero
St. Thomas More Collegiate
Ltd.
STMC Alumni Association
STMC Parents Association
Constantin Stefirta
Douglas Stimson
Kevin Street
Jim and Chandra Surinak
Surrey Fire Fighters'
Charitable
Society
Zoli and Marjan Szlivka
TELUS
Mac Teskey
Lilia Tikhova
Tin Lizzy Concessions
Kai Kwan Tsang
Donna Tuey
Dirk Van Spaendonk
Paul Van Vliet
David Vanspall
Lee Vickery
Warren Westman
Stefan Wittman
Georg Wolf
Jason Wong
Chi Hang Wong
Bill & Fane Wong
Carol Woodson
David Yong and Elita Cheng
Elvin Yutuc
Wei Min Zhang & Angela Tsui
Cen Zhang
The Zimmermann Family
Cen Zhang
The Zimmermann Family
ZLC Financial
ZLC Foundation
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